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Abstract. Twitter is a micro-blogging platform where
people broadcast their views and opinions to fellow
users in crisp messages called Tweets. However, the
platform’s format of restricted character limit makes
it challenging for many users to express their views
exhaustively. The paper proposes a recommender
system to help in writing effective product review
Tweets within the restricted character limit of Twitter.
The approach is divided into two phases where, the
first phase uses the Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA)
algorithm to find pivotal features from the training corpus
and suggests them to the users while writing new
Tweets. In the second phase, the approach suggests
the most appropriate opinion words to describe the
respective features by using an method based on the
occurrence frequency of opinion words and TF-IDF. The
evaluation results show significant improvement in the
quality of product review Tweets. The percentage of
good reviews corresponding to a parameter such as
correct usage of feature words is found to be 17.85%
higher, whereas an improvement of 23.22% is reported
with regard to the correct use of opinion words using the
generated recommendations.

Keywords. Recommender systems, product review
tweets, feature words, topics, opinion polarity, opinion
intensity, latent dirichlet allocation, term frequency,
inverse document frequency.

1 Introduction

Twitter is a social media platform that allows
people to broadcast their views and opinions in
the form of brief messages known as Tweets.
Tweets are basically short messages with a limit
of 280 characters.

The platform differs from most other social media
platforms in a way that the relationships formed
can be asymmetric [11, 9]. For instance, if user
A follows user B, user A receives all Tweets from
user B, whereas user B does not receive user
A’s Tweets unless he/she is interested in user A’s
Tweets (unless user B follows user A), thereby
preserving his/her interests.

Hence, Twitter acts as an interest-specific
service that allows users to preserve their interests
and at the same time connect with people all
over the world. Furthermore, since it is a free
service with a worldwide presence, people all
over the globe have started using the platform
to share their views and benefit from other
similar-minded people.

This has driven companies as well to make their
presence felt on the platform and connect with
customers all over the world. Many companies
have dedicated customer-relation profiles on the
platform to advertise new products and to
communicate directly with the public [27].

A trend has also been springing up on
Twitter where people tweet about various
products/services used by them and exchange
their ideas and opinions with other followers. Fig.
1 shows some sample Tweets maintaining the
anonymity of the authors.

As seen, people effectively use the platform
to lodge complaints or express satisfaction about
goods and services used by them. Twitter being
a broadcasting medium, the tweeted message has
the power to instantly reach the destined company
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Fig. 1. Example Tweets

and thousands of other customers, who in turn can
base their purchase decisions on the read Tweet.
Also, the short message format of the platform
assures the companies that the messages tweeted
on Twitter are concise yet informative, unlike on
other social media platforms/product reviews on
ecommerce websites.

This drives the companies to give immediate
attention to the suggestions and complaints raised
by the customers. As a result, Twitter is emerging
as an effective medium for the public to make
their problems heard and addressed. A study has
shown that as many as 83% of customers who
used Twitter for customer service had their issues
addressed and fixed [17].

However, unlike other social media platforms
like Facebook or Instagram, Twitter has still
not succeeded in reaching the masses. One
of the major reasons is attributed to the 280
character short message format, which acts
as a great challenge to express one’s opinion
in brief. Specifically, for people with native
languages other than English, expressing one’s
opinion in a constrained manner using English is
not always feasible.

Also, addressing of technical issues specifically,
in brief, requires the use of domain specific
terms; a terminology which most of the users may
not be well versed with. In character intensive
languages like English, where the language uses
several characters just to convey one word, the
users easily run out of characters while expressing
themselves [20].

Moreover, although many applications exist in
the market to increase the users’ engagement on
Twitter, we observe that none specifically focus on
simplifying the process of writing the Tweets.

As a result, even after being an extremely
powerful medium, its use has not been realized
to its complete potential. This paper is an
extension of the research work presented in
[4]; an approach designed to aid people in
composing better quality product review Tweets for
a specific domain of products by recommending
them with various product-related features and
feature specific opinion words.

The recommendations to help generate review
Tweets for our study are mined from the reviews
on Amazon.com with the domain being restricted
to cell phones and its related accessories [10,
14]. Since there is no restriction in the number of
words used to write a review on Amazon.com, an
average Amazon Review is more elaborate and
more informative than a Twitter Tweet; hence we
select it as the training corpus.

The approach works in two phases; in the first
phase, we extract product features and topics from
the corpus using the Latent Dirichlet Allocation
(LDA) [5] algorithm. Features are the attributes
that describe a particular product and a group of
features together form a topic.

In the second phase, the system calculates
the polarity and the intensity of opinion words
and suggests the appropriate opinion words
corresponding to a particular feature using Term
Frequency- Inverse Document Frequency (TF-IDF)
statistical measures.

Polarity of a opinion word refers to the
positive/negative/neutral orientation of the word
and intensity refers to how intensely the word
expresses its corresponding polarity. The
orientation of the sentiment of a word can largely
depend on the domain in which it is used. A word
that expresses a positive opinion in one domain
can express negative opinion in another domain.

For example, the word “unpredictable” has
shown to denote positive sentiments in the movie
domain; but the same word has been shown
to carry a negative sentiment in the domain of
automobiles [21]. Hence, in this paper we propose
a method to calculate domain dependent polarity
of opinion words overcoming the limitations of a
generic sentiment lexicon. The experimental study
is conducted on a set of 28 users.
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The users were asked to write two Tweets about
the cell phones they use in 280 characters as per
the specifications of Twitter on a dummy website.
The first Tweet is written by the users without the
aid of any recommendations. In the second Tweet,
the users are provided with the recommendations
generated by our system.

Both the Tweets, i.e., the one written without
recommendations and the one written with the help
of recommendations are evaluated by two in-house
subject experts, chosen by us as judges. The
generated Tweets are analyzed based on the
following aspects: use of correct feature words,
appropriate opinion words used to describe the
features, quality of the sentences constructed,
and the overall helpfulness/usefulness of the
composed review Tweets.

The analysis results have shown that the
quality of the reviews improved in all the aspects
considered for evaluation with the introduction of
the generated recommendations. The remainder
of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2
presents a review on the role of social media
platforms in the success of brands. The section
also reviews various methods employed in the
literature for feature extraction and sentiment
analysis from user reviews.

Section 3 describes the proposed two-step
approach for feature and opinion word
recommendation. Section 4 elaborates on
the implementation details explaining the tools
and techniques used in the implementation of
the proposed method. Section 5 presents the
data sets used in the study and the experimental
evaluation, section 6 asserts and discusses on the
results obtained and finally section 7 states the
conclusion and future work.

2 Literature Review

Social media has been a continuously evolving
field with every platform rolling out new features
every few days to retain their position in the
market. As a result, it has been extensively studied
in literature trying to cover its varied aspects. [16]
explores the power of social media platforms in
the incessant expansion of brands by engaging
the consumers on networking platforms for regular

feedback. The study shows that a brand that
collaborates with its consumers online can create,
or modify, it’s Corporate Social Relationship (CSR)
strategies to fit consumer needs in a better way. [1]
does a comparative study between various social
media platforms and also states that the time spent
by the users on Twitter is the least compared to all
social networking platforms.

[6, 7] demonstrate one of the first works in
guiding users while writing content on the internet.
It presents the work as a browser plugin that can
be used with e-commerce websites to help users
write better quality reviews. The system uses
association rule mining to recommend various
product features to users while writing reviews.

[8] presents an incremental work of Reviewer’s
Assistant and reports the use of LDA [5], for
detection of keywords. [3] presents a survey and
comparison of some of the major methods used
by researchers for feature extraction from textual
product reviews. [12] proposes a probabilistic
rating framework that mines user preferences from
reviews and maps them to a rating scale.

The algorithm is a step towards improving
Collaborative Filtering (CF) algorithms that allow
text reviews to predict user preferences. [26]
works on the problem of identifying feature nouns
that also imply opinions. The method works
by determining the polarity of feature words by
identifying the opinion words that modify the
feature and analyzing the surrounding context.

[22] goes beyond the zero-one polarity and
tries to compare adjectives that share a similar
sentiment orientation using a semi-supervised
approach. The approach tries to work on the
FrameNet data [2] and derives the polarity-intensity
ordering among adjectives for specific categories.

The presented approach is not entirely corpus
dependent, hence the approach even attempts
to find the intensity of sentiment words absent
in the corpus. [21] proposes a scheme to
detect domain dedicated sentiment words through
an application of Chi-Square test based on the
difference in the counts of the word in positive
and negative documents.
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3 Proposed Methodology

The work addresses the challenge of assisting
users in writing better quality product review
Tweets using an approach based on a
recommendation of two phases:

1. Recommending Product Feature Words:
Recommends specific feature words to
describe a product.

2. Recommending Appropriate Opinion Words:
Recommends correct opinion words to
describe the corresponding product features.

3.1 Recommending Product Feature Words

Reviews are broken into sentences, assuming that
a single sentence describes a single feature or a
topic. The sentences are Parts-of-Speech (POS)
tagged [23] [24] to identify the various parts of
speech in the review.

Next, we identify Nouns as the parts of speech
that convey the product features most of the time.
The challenge lies in distinguishing feature nouns
from non-feature nouns and we are interested in
only the former.

We proceed our experiment on an assumption
that feature nouns occur in close proximity to
adjectives since the users are interested in
expressing their opinions about them. On the other
side, this is not the case with non-feature nouns.
For example, given a sentence:

My friend advised me to buy this awesome
mobile because it has this stunning look and
attractive features. [4] POS tagging of the above
sentence would give us;

My PRP friend NN advised VBD me PRP
to TO buy VB this DT awesome JJ mobile NN
because IN it PRP has VBZ this DT stunning JJ
look NN and CC attractive JJ features NNS

The nouns occurring in the above sentence are
friend, mobile, look, and features. Out of these, the
nouns we would be interested in are look, mobile
and features since they belong to the domain of
cell phones.

As seen, the nouns mobile, look and features
have some adjectives associated with them since
the users want to express their opinions about the

features but the noun friend does not have any
adjectives associated with it. As it is not a feature
related to mobile phones, the user is not interested
in expressing an opinion on it in a review post.

We utilize this observation to differentiate
candidates to feature nouns from non-feature
nouns. Next, the position of the candidate
feature nouns in the sentence is retained and the
pre-processed file is given to the LDA algorithm.
LDA [5] algorithm helps to identify latent topics
from a dataset.

Topics are basically formed by a group of words
related to each other. In the case of a review
dataset, it is a group of feature words related to
each other forming a topic. For example, feature
words like flash, pixel, front,back, digital, wide etc.,
can be grouped together under a single latent
topic camera.

These related feature words can be used in
making the Tweet on the topic more informative.
Thus, whenever a person starts composing a
Tweet on any topic, the extracted relevant features
of the same topic get displayed to the user as
recommendations which helps in making the Tweet
more informative. Algorithm 1 summarizes the
process in the form of a pseudocode.

Algorithm 1 Identify Product features and feature
topics
Input: Product reviews from the corpus
Output: Product features and feature topics
1: for each review R in the corpus do
2: for each sentence S in R do
3: for each word W in S do
4: POS Tag(W )
5: if POS Tag(W ) == NN then
6: if POS Tag(W ) preceded by JJ then
7: Retain W in S as Candidate Feature Noun
8: else
9: Delete W

10: Product features and topics= LDA (Review Sentences with
Candidate Feature Nouns)

3.2 Recommend Appropriate Opinion Words

We take the POS Tagged reviews and extract all
the adjectives that occur in the dataset. The review
dataset has a numeric rating associated with every
review given by the reviewers in addition to the
review text.
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The rating is in the form of stars and it ranges
from 1 star to 5 stars. We group the reviews
according to the number of stars associated with
the review.

To find the polarity of the sentiment words, we
take the adjectives found using POS tagging and
find their occurrence across all five groups of
reviews. Algorithm 2 elaborates on the process of
classification of sentiment words according to the
star rating.

Algorithm 2 Identify the domain based polarity of
sentiment words
Input: POS Tagged Review text, star rating associated with the
reviews. Output: Sentiment words and associated polarity.
1: for each review R in the POS tagged Reviews do
2: for each sentence S in R do
3: for each word W in S do
4: if POS Tag(W ) == JJ then
5: Add W to the Adjectives List
6: for each review R in the corpus do
7: if R has 1 star rating then
8: Classify R as 1 star review.
9: else if R has 2 star rating then

10: R as 2 star review
11: else if R has 3 star rating then
12: Classify R as 3 star review.
13: else if R has 4 star rating then
14: Classify R as 4 star review
15: else if R has 5 star rating then
16: Classify R as 5 star review
17: else
18: Discard R
19: for Adjective A from Adjectives List do
20: if if A occurs majority times in 4 or 5 star reviews then
21: Label A as positive
22: else if if A occurs majority times in 1 or 2 star reviews

then
23: Label A as negative
24: else
25: Label A is neutral

Next, we identify the occurrence frequency of all
positive, negative and neutral sentiment words with
respect to every feature.

To find feature specific adjectives, we calculate
the Term Frequency-Inverse Document Frequency
(TF-IDF) [18] of sentiment adjectives in each
sentiment category (positive, negative and neutral)
with respect to each feature.

The sentiment adjective having the highest
TF-IDF is considered to be the most intense
sentiment word in that category for that feature.

Algorithm 3 Generating feature based sentiment
words recommendations
Input: 1. Product Features Extracted using Algorithm 1
denoted as F,
2. Set of Sentiment categories: Positive, Negative, Neutral
Extracted using Algorithm 2 referred as S
Output: Appropriate sentiment words with intensities for
features identifies.
1: for Feature F i in F do
2: for Sentiment Category Si in S do
3: for Sentiment Word SW i in S i do
4:

TF (SWiFi) =
Frequency(SWi)Fi

n∑
i=1

(SWi)Fi

5:

IDF (SWiFi) = loge
Number of features
Features withSWi

6:
TF − IDF (SWiFi) = F (SWiFi) ∗ IDF (SWFi)

7: for Feature Fi in F do
8: for Sentiment Category Si in S do
9: Sort SW based on TF − IDF (SW iFi)

The top 25 sentiment adjectives with highest
TF-IDF scores in positive, negative and
neutral sentiment categories for every features
words are retained.

These resultant opinion words are the
candidates to be shown as recommendations
to the users while writing their opinions
about respective features in the Tweets.
Algorithm 3 elaborates the process in the form
of a pseudocode.

4 Implementation Details

The proposed work is implemented using Python
programming language [25]. The pre-processing
operations and POS tagging is carried out
using the Natural Language Processing ToolKit
(NLTK) [13].

Gensim [19] topic modelling library is used for
LDA implementation. It is an open source library for
topic modelling and Natural Language Processing
tasks using machine learning techniques.
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Fig. 2. Features and corresponding sentiment words

5 Dataset and Experimental Evaluation

The dataset for the study presented is sourced
from Amazon.com and is made available by
Stanford Network Analysis Project (SNAP) [10,
14]. It is a collection of Amazon.com reviews
and the associated metadata on Cell Phones and
its related Accessories spanning from May 1996
to July 2014. We consider only the review text
from the product and the product ratings from the
dataset for our experiment. A group of 28 students
with computer science background was selected
for the experimental study.

The age range of the selected students for
the experimental study is from 22 to 24 years,

as this age group falls in the category of users
found to be most enthusiastic about mobiles and
electronic accessories.

Out of the 28 students, 16 were males and
remaining 12 were females. The students were
asked to write reviews about the mobile phone
used in the form of Tweets on a dummy website
created by us expressing their satisfaction or
dissatisfaction about their currently used phone.

The experiment was carried out in two phases,
wherein; in the first phase, the students were told
to write Tweets independently without any aid.

We imposed a restriction of 280 characters as
presented by Twitter.
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Fig. 3. Some example Tweets written by subjects without and with recommendations

Table 1. Features and topics discovered using LDA algorithm

Topic 1 battery device phone charger charge
Topic 2 case protect color plastic phone
Topic 3 protector screen thing one part
Topic 4 cable port car cord tip
Topic 5 quality product time price sound

In the second phase, again the students were
told to write another Tweet in 280 characters,
but this time they were provided with the
recommendations in the form of features and
opinion words mined using the system.

Two human judges were assigned to judge
the quality of the Tweets written by each
student independently. The judges were given 4
parameters to judge every Tweet on a two-point
scale (1 - poor or average, 2 - good).

The parameters selected for evaluation are are:

1. Use of correct feature words in the Tweet.

2. Appropriate use of adjectives/sentiment words
to describe the features.

3. Overall quality of the sentences constructed.

4. Helpfulness/usefulness quotient of the review.

The agreement between both the judges was
validated using Cohen’s Kappa [15] inter rater
reliability measure.
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Table 2. Sentiment words and corresponding
Normalized occurrence frequencies across
review categories

1 Star 2 Star 3 Star 4 Star 5 Star
less right bad last excellent

1 1 0.57269 0.622323 1
poor second cheap clear happy

1 0.452949 0.355925 0.592842 1
second bad clear good perfect

0.547051 0.297234 0.277108 0.422779 0.800259
bad cheap full little good

0.42731 0.267953 0.235836 0.301183 0.703959
cheap last good nice great

0.376122 0.170843 0.172343 0.281524 0.695143

Fig. 4. Graph of ratings given by Judge 1

Fig. 5. Graph of ratings given by Judge 2

6 Results and Discussions

Table 1 displays the features and topics obtained
using LDA algorithm. As it can be seen in the first
topic, features like battery, phone, device, charger

and charge have got displayed which signifies that
the features in topic 1 are related to each other
i.e. they are cohesive and together form one topic.
Similarly features in Topic 2 correspond to the
phone case used for protection.

The same explanation applies to remaining
topics discovered. These are the features that
were displayed to the users while writing on
the corresponding topics by dropping the stop
words like thing, one, etc. using manual
filtering. The second phase of the experiment
deals with discovering the domain specific polarity
of the sentiment words without the use of a
sentiment lexicon.

The normalized occurrence frequency of first
five sentiment words across review categories are
shown in Table 2. As can be seen, words like
less, poor, bad occur most of the times in 1 or 2
star reviews hence we classify them as negative
sentiment words in our dataset; whereas 4 or
5 star reviews have words like excellent, happy,
perfect and hence these words are classified
as positive words.

The results of the next step that deals with
finding the most appropriate positive, negative
and neutral opinion words for each feature using
TF-IDF measure are shown in Fig. 2. For
example; in Topic 2, for a feature by name case, the
positive words discovered are great, good, nice,
protective, hard ; whereas, the negative sentiment
words discovered are hard, little, cheap, bad, bulky.

These extracted words are recommended as
sentiment words to the users to help them in
explaining the respective features more effectively.
The next Fig. 3 shows some example
Tweets written by the subjects with and without
recommendations. As can be seen, Tweets
written with the help of recommendation clearly
show more effective usage of feature words and
sentiment words to describe them thereby making
the written Tweet more effective.

The graphs in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 show the
performance of the students in writing Tweets; with
and without the aid of the system as evaluated by
the judges.Only good quality review Tweets were
considered for plotting the graphs disregarding the
poor and average quality review Tweets.
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Table 3. Agreement between the judges as calculated by Cohen’s Kappa

Categories With Recommendations Without Recommendations
Cohen’s Kappa Measure 0.598361 0.515152

Fig. 6. Graph of average of the ratings by Judge 1 and Judge 2

This can be justified from the fact that
the poor and average quality reviews have
insignificant contribution in guiding other users.
The parameters used for comparison of reviews
were number of feature words used in a particular
review, correct usage of opinion words to describe
the respective features, quality of the sentences
constructed and overall usefulness of the review.

It can be seen from the graph that the
percentage of good quality reviews written
using recommendations provided by proposed
methodology are higher for all the parameters
considered.

For instance, according to judge 1 in Fig. 4,
only 8 people were able to make appropriate use of
sentiment words while writing reviews without use
of any recommendations.

Whereas, after the use of the recommender
system 17 people wrote better quality reviews in
terms of correct usage of sentiment words. I.e., the
percentage of good reviews for a parameter such

as correct usage of sentiment words was found to
be 32% higher with recommendations than without.

Similar improvement is noted in all other
parameters considered for evaluation as can be
seen from the graph. Also, the ratings given
by Judge 2 are plotted in graph shown in Fig.
5. The product review Tweets written using the
recommendations generated by the system have
scored higher across all four categories.

These graphs serve as a strong evidence for
the validation and usefulness of the proposed
methodology. Furthermore, the validity of the
ratings given by the judges is confirmed by the
agreement between the two judges using Cohen’s
Kappa statistical measure as shown in Table 3.

Since the Cohen’s Kappa score is more than
0.5 in both categories, we can clearly say that the
agreement between both the judges is validated
and we proceed to find the average of the ratings
given by both the judges. The graph of the average
ratings given by both the judges is given as Fig. 6.
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As can be seen in Fig. 6 there is an
overall improvement of 17.85% is observed with
regard to correct usage of feature words using
the recommendations. Consequently, usage of
appropriate sentiment words improved a 23.22%.

Also, Both the judges found a boost of
10.72% and 5.36% with respect to the quality
of the sentences constructed and the helpfulness
quotient of the reviews respectively with the use of
the proposed system.

7 Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we presented a method to help
Tweeter users compose better quality product
review Tweets in the restricted character limit.
The method aims to generate effective and
well-composed product review Tweets that are
expected to help users get their Tweets desired
attention and his/her problems being heard
and addressed.

The approach uses LDA algorithm that helps
combine related features from the training corpus
and displays them as suggestions to a user while
composing new Tweets. The paper also shows
that the feature based polarity and intensity of
the sentiment words can be calculated based on
frequency of occurrence and the TF-IDF score in
the dataset and we need not rely on an universal
sentiment lexicon.

The Experimental results confirm that the
presented method is promising to help users
write better quality product review Tweets. The
ratings given by both the judges and the validated
inter rater agreement indicate that the Tweets
written with the use of the recommendations
generated by the system were of better quality
than the ones written without using the system.
As future work we intend to incorporate cross
domain knowledge transfer in the proposed work
as getting manually labelled data for every domain
is not always feasible.
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